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INTRODUCTION
"THE BEST CREW IN THE GALAXY" is an adventure for Star Trek Adventures. This adventure is meant to be

played by a Gamemaster (gamemaster) and 1-5 players. To run this adventure, the gamemaster needs to be

familiar with the adventure itself and the Star Trek Adventures rules.

Synopsis

One of every great flight controller’s dreams is to be able to pilot their vessel in a challenging race versus other

skilled pilots. This story allows your crew’s flight controller and the crew to test their skills against other alien

crews. Whoever wins will become famed through the quadrant as the best crew there is. However, the hazards

in the Wairara star system have made for three amazing race courses that push the limits for even the best

officers. The ship will be tested. The crew will be under pressure. One mistake could cost the race, or in some

cases, the life of the crew.

The adventure begins when the crew runs into the Wairarapoo, a warp-capable race of engineers who base

their faith on The Great Race, the belief that overcoming constant challenge drives the spirit of life and

advancement. One of their longest-held and most cherished traditions when meeting a new species is to offer

them to race in the Wairarapoo Star System, three specially-plotted courses through the outer edges of their

system replete with asteroid belts, gravity wells, short-period comets, gaseous anomalies, and even a

temporal-particle stream.

It is the temporal-particle steam that really makes this adventure one for the crew to remember as they are

tossed into their pasts and must relive the most intense experiences of their life. Success can only be had by

escaping past trials with the experience they gained over the years of service to Starfleet and returning to the

present race.

Once back to the present time, the crew must close out the race in a final, and possibly, deadly challenge.

The gamemaster begins this adventure with two points of Threat for every player character in the

scene. Keep in mind, this mission is added to whatever main campaign the gamemaster has

chosen, so the Threat is only collected once.



ACT ONE: DROPPED INTO THE ACTION
When the players are ready to begin, read the following:

“(Insert Reporting Officer’s Name) Log, (Insert stardate): After departing the newly-established Federation

science colony on Chuntoo XIII, our crew ran into the Wairarapoo, a warp-capable race of engineers who base

their faith on The Great Race, the belief that overcoming constant challenges drives the spirit of life and

advancement. With that, everything the Wairarapoo does is considered a race; whether it is who can cook the

fastest meal for new guests or who can speak at the most rapid and succinct rate to get the point across. As

you can imagine, this has made first contact an interesting experience, especially when, after they experienced

our transporters for the first time, we spent nearly two hours in the transporter room seeing which one of their

brilliant engineers could modify the system to speed up the transport process.

One of their longest-held and most cherished traditions when meeting a new species is to offer them to race in

the Wairarapoo Challenge, a specially-plotted course through the outer edges of their system replete with

asteroid belts, gravity wells, short-period comets, gaseous anomalies, and even a temporal-particle stream.

Only full impulse speed is allowed.

I am proud to say our crew has done well so far, having completed the first course, Turnzen’s Surprise. We have

just begun the second leg of the race, Anomaly Row. We are currently in the lead but only by a hairsbreadth.

The Wairarapoo’s top pilot, Insenoo Per, and his crew aboard the Tusslebout, have pulled out every trick to try

to make us fall behind. There are [insert number of other vessels in the race] other ships boldly dying to win.

Now, we need to get through the final two courses to be heralded as the “Best Crew in the Galaxy”!

THE INITIAL HAZARDS OF ANOMALY ROW

The adventure begins with the pilot of the fast-traveling vessel needing to make a Daring + Conn and ship’s

Engines + Conn with a difficulty of 3 to avoid a hyper-charged sungrazing comet that the race requires them to

come within 40,000 KM of and then make a sharp course correction through an ionic anomaly. Failure means

that the comet’s hyper-charged particles got into the impulse engines. There is no time to purge the system as

this is the last leg of the race. The difficulty for all other actions, including future piloting rolls, is increased by 1.

Success means that the deft pilot avoids the particles. Momentum can be used to create advantages for the

away team or banked for future rolls.

GAMEMASTER’S GUIDANCE: The objective of this first fast-moving scene is to heighten the sense of danger of

participating in this aggressive race. Use threat to create complications like Too Much Happening at Once,

Impulse Engines Overheating, Sluggish Helm Controls, and such. The players should be encouraged to explain in

exciting terms how they are pulling off these maneuvers. Similarly, GMs should have fun describing their

failures and creating a landscape where a wide assortment of alien ships are jockeying for preeminence. You

might be able to introduce some Starfleet or alien crews that your group has encountered before. Encourage

smack talk!

To win this race the crew must succeed in the following Linear Task:

1. Chart Ionic Anomaly. The ionic anomaly eliminates all sensor sweeps, nullifies force shields, and can

cause major fluctuations in impulse engine controls. Force fields go down but do not require a damage

check. It is just an effect from the anomaly. It is a Reason + Conn Task assisted by the ship’s Sensors +

Conn with a base difficulty of 4 to successfully chart this hazard. Other PCs can and should assist.

Success means the anomaly is charted and the next step in the task is reduced in difficulty by 2. Any

complications rolled should affect sensors, force fields, or engines.

2. Exit Anomaly Avoiding Undetected Meteor Shower. Right after exiting the ionic anomaly the crew

faces itself in the middle of a wild meteor shower located on the fringes of a T-Tauri type star. This will

be a Daring + Conn Task assisted by the ship’s Structure + Conn with a difficulty of 4 (1 if the last task

was successfully completed). No one can assist with this task, as it is unexpected. The pilot is on their

own but up to two characters can assist. If the pilot fails, the ship is pelted with meteors. For the fact



that shields were eliminated due to the ionic anomaly, the ship takes 3CD damage. The ship may roll a

resistance roll.

3. Neutronic Storm. The ship must now get through a neutronic storm passing through a hyper-intense

zone of gravimetric shear, extreme spatial turbulence that could significantly impede their velocity.

The engineering team must work in conjunction with helm to escape this effect. This will be a Control

+ Engines Task assisted by ship’s Structure + Engines with a difficulty of 3.

GAMEMASTER’S GUIDANCE: Whenever the crew fails in an action, the GM should narrate how they are falling

behind and how their competitors are gaining a big lead. It is not necessary to roll for NPC ships. The point is to

make them feel tension for poor rolls. Keep it fun by narrating how some other ships are likewise having

problems, perhaps mentioning how their engines are failing or how the ships fail to escape the anomalies.

ACT TWO: THE TEMPORAL PARTICLE STREAM

GAMEMASTER’S GUIDANCE: This part of the game should be the longest portion of the session as character’s

are encouraged to relive, maybe career events created during life path creation. If you don’t feel that your

players are ready to delve into the past, then simply skip to the Alternate Linear Challenge below to surpass the

time travel portion of this module.

When the players are ready to begin, read the following:

The race intensifies as the crew verifies a sudden course change required by the rules. The course will dip the

ship through a temporal particle stream, a rare anomaly that exists in the Wairara System. The sensors indicate

that the ship’s systems should be unaffected by the particles. Still, the crew is on edge as their vessel plummets

into the wispy white waves emitted by the fountain of chroniton radiation. The glow gets brighter and brighter.

Everyone’s skin begins to sparkle. And with a sound reminiscent of a whooshing wind, the scene changed…

The gamemaster decides whether his players will have shared experiences or each an individual time-jaunting

adventure. Here are some things to keep in mind:

● Characters are deposited into their past bodies but they are aware that they are from the future and

were involved in the race.

● GMs can decide how much of the session the time travel adventure(s) take. They might be the true

crux of the story with the race being a minor opening and ending sequence.

● The GM may want to talk to Players about adjusting some of their stats. For instance, Fitness or

Presence might need to be adjusted to account for advancement their character may not have made

yet in the way of physical fitness or charisma.

● GMs should discuss with the Players if they want to go back to a career event chosen during life path

creation or another event all together. This gives Players the chance to challenge a Value they may

have. It might be good to focus on a decision that character regrets as it plays into the next point.

● GMs should not let the Players know whether or not their actions in the past will alter their future. A

refresher on the Temporal Prime Directive (Command Division book, page 24) would be good to

mention. (GMs might decide that the run in with the temporal particle stream will have no effect on

the present. Or this might be the chance to undo something bad that happened to your Players in

previous sessions, like the death of a character or loss of rank. This might be an interesting way to

introduce new Players into your game or delete ones that no longer want to play.)

ALTERNATE LINEAR CHALLENGE



Use this option if you desire a shorter session and you do not want a time travel adventure. (This Linear

Challenge can also be used as an exit event for Players who chose the time travel option.)

When the players are ready to begin, read the following:

The race intensifies as the crew verifies a sudden course change required by the rules. The course will dip the

ship through a temporal particle stream, a rare anomaly that exists in the Wairara System. The sensors indicate

that the ship’s systems should be unaffected by the particles. Still, the crew is on edge as their vessel plummets

into the wispy white waves emitted by the fountain of chroniton radiation. Suddenly, time itself begins to twist

as the various chronometers located at different stations begin to read inconsistent times.

The unexpected effects of the anomaly will call on the crew to use their scientific and engineering prowess to

not get stuck in time. In order to escape this effect successfully, the Players must complete the following linear

challenge:

1. Determine the Nature of the Temporal Fluctuations. It is a Reason/Insight + Science Task assisted by

the ship’s Sensors + Science with a difficulty of 3 to determine the exact nature of the temporal

particles. Success will give the advantage of Temporal Frequency Locked In. Failure could mean a

Success at Cost without the benefit of the advantage.

2. Modify Deflector Array (or some equally plausible solution). Allow Players to describe how they plan

to modify the deflector array to reverse or nullify the effects of the temporal particles. For instance,

they might find a way to produce antichronitons or invent some other technobabble to make it

through. It is a Daring + Science/Engineering Task assisted by the ship’s Structure + Engineering with a

difficulty of 3.

3. Modulate Shielding. The crew needs to modulate the shielding so that the ship is no longer affected

by the temporal particles and they can reach escape velocity. This Task has a Power requirement of 1,

and cannot be attempted if the Shields are at 0. The Tactical officer attempts a Control + Security Task,

assisted by the ship’s Structure + Engineering, with a Difficulty of 2. If successful, the ship’s Resistance

is increased by +1, plus an additional +1 per Momentum spent (Repeatable). This bonus lasts until the

next time the ship suffers one or more damage, after Resistance.

4. Escape Velocity. This Task has a Power requirement of 1, and cannot be attempted if the Shields are at

0. The Helm officer attempts a Control + Conn Task, assisted by the ship’s Engines + Conn, with a

Difficulty of 4. Failure means that the ship is buffeted by temporal turbulence and must make a roll

against 5CD damage. The modulated shielding might mitigate some of this damage.

ACT THREE: WAIRARA’S NIGHTMARE

Upon completing the experience with the temporal particles stream, the ship and crew close out the second

leg of the race. Now, it is onto the third and most deadly part of the race, Wairara’s Nightmare. In this final

route, the ship and crew must race through the system and make it through Gunner’s Alley and Final

Showdown, two sections where residual temporal particles out of sync with the time space continuum allow

vessels to shoot at each other even if they are at different points in the course.

GAMEMASTER’S GUIDANCE: Allow your Players to decide how lethal this section of the race. Perhaps the

Wairara have provided the ship with modified low-impact laser arrays that do nothing more than simulated

damage. Simulated damages still shuts down key systems. Any breaches that occur have the same effects as a

real breach but without actual damage or casualties being sustained. If you choose to go the actual damage

route, then modify the story that the characters were not informed of this part of the race. They will probably

have some stern words for Wairarapoo leadership after this race. If their ship is damaged, the Wairarapoo will

offer to fix the vessel for no charge.

When the players are ready to begin, read the following:



(Insert rank and name) officer’s log, supplemental. We are in the third and final leg of the race, Wairara’s

Nightmare. Our ship still has traces of temporal particles on the hull. Other than that, ship systems seem

nominal [or list the damage/complications sustained on previous parts of the course]. This portion of the race

is especially hazardous, as the rules require us to fly within 50 kilometers of competing vessels at maximum

impulse speed along two stretches of the course. There are also a series of tight maneuvers. I hope our helm

officer is up to the task.

This is the final leg and the Player vessel should be going toe-to-toe with the Wairarapoo’s top pilot, Insenoo

Per, and his crew aboard the Velocity-Class starship, the Tusslebout. The GM should narrate how all of the

other ships have fallen behind or met darker fates depending on the tone of this adventure.

The Players must complete the following linear challenge:

1. Final Showdown, Take 1. The Player vessel and the Tusslebout both get the chance to fire on each

other. Due to being in close distance, energy weapons are difficulty 3 to hit and torpedoes are diff 4.

The Players might generate momentum that could allow them to create advantages in future turns.

Adversely, they might earn some complications too that make them an easier target.

2. Heading into Gunner’s Alley. The helm officer needs to make a Daring + Conn and ship’s Engines +

Conn with a difficulty of 3 to navigate the extreme change of direction on this part of the course.

3. Gunner’s Alley, Take 1. The Player vessel and the Tusslebout both get the chance to fire on each other.

The difficulty stays the same as the first time unless there are modifications due to advantages,

complications, or breaches (real or simulated).

4. Circling the Stream. The helm officer needs to make a Daring + Conn and ship’s Engines + Conn with a

difficulty of 3 to navigate the temporal maelstrom. The GM can keep the Players on their toes.

Hopefully, the experiences they had in the previous Act makes them want to avoid a repeat.

5. Gunner’s Alley, Take 2. The Player vessel and the Tusslebout both get the chance to fire on each other.

The difficulty stays the same as the first time unless there are modifications due to advantages,

complications, or breaches (real or simulated).

6. Threading the Needle. The helm officer needs to make a Daring + Conn and ship’s Engines + Conn

with a difficulty of 3 to navigate the extreme change of direction on this part of the course.

7. Final Showdown, Take 2. The Player vessel and the Tusslebout both get the chance to fire on each

other. The difficulty stays the same as the first time unless there are modifications due to advantages,

complications, or breaches (real or simulated).

8. Punch It! This is an opposed task (unless the Player’s ship or Tusslebout have been completely

knocked out of the race with the previous tasks. Each vessel’s helm officer needs to make a Daring +

Conn and ship’s Engines + Conn with a difficulty of 2 to get to the finish line. Winner takes the prize!

If the Player’s triumph, read the following:

(Insert name of flight controller) of your starship zigs and zags through the final stretch of the race with a

determined agility the likes the quadrant has rarely seen. Instinct replaces thought. Reflex outmatches training.

As a last stream of micro-meteors comes within millimeters of the vessel’s hull, the flight controller works the

controls like a violinist masters a complicated solo. The zooming starship crosses the finish line, a rainbow halo

of Zun, a white dwarf star named after the Wairarapoo’s god of engineering. Before your crew can even cheer,

they are transported off of the bridge and into the Famed Ceremonial Hall of Galactic Champions. Each

member of the senior staff is quickly handed the Zun Award of Eternal Honor and heralding as “The Best Crew

in the Galaxy” in front of a throng of rapidly-clapping race fans and the beaming smiles of their proud crew.

That’s all, folks. Gotta’ run! Who knows? You might run into the Wairarapoo again somewhere in this area of

space.

GAME RESOURCES

https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/STAx-WairaraDrauodot.pdf
https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/STAx-WairaraDrauodot.pdf
https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Starship-STA-Wairara.pdf


Species: Wairara (PDF)

Wairara Pilot-Engineer (Notable NPCs) and Drauodot Colonist (Minor NPCs) PDF

Wairara Velocity Class Starships and Wairara Speedracer Class Shuttlecraft PDF

Wairara Star System and Race Course

https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/STA-Wairara.pdf
https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/STA-Wairara.pdf
https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/STAx-WairaraDrauodot.pdf
https://continuingmissionsta.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Starship-STA-Wairara.pdf

